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~reenspan says long-tange
,lanrling will solve problems
VIC .EWSON

Long-range econonti plan1g is the key to solving ,the
tited St~tes'
problems,
:ording to Alan Greenspan,
10 served as chief economic
visor to former · President
:raid Ford.
"If you go· down the list of
~islation that has passed,
u find almost without
ception that the bill has
ort term ben~fits with
ti~-term costs, '' Greenspan
.d an audience gathered for
~S' s annual economic edution seminar.
Greenspan went on to say
at industrial countries such
the United States cannot
nction when striving for
ort term preference goals.
''We constantly find ourIves going from one short
m so·lution to another, from
e cns1s to another, " ·
·eenspan said. "A major
:iustrial society must have
pitol invenstments in the
1g run, to keep productivity
ing, to get sufficient
.ysical plants so that the
,or force is employed at high
oductive wages.
''Unless we reverse this
odency, we are not going to
able io create an
vironment in which capital
v-estment can take place,"
1 warned.
Greenspan gave the keynote
.d ress to the seminar, held
Atwood Friday. Other
eakers were~ William Beck' economics professor at the
1iversity of Minnesota;
>yall Brandis, professor' of
onomics at the University of
inois -and author-_of intro-

ductory economics textbooks;
and Harvey Daniels, senior.
investment officer with Minneapolis'
First
National
Bank.
,..
Friday afternoon, Brandis
gave an amusing account of
how principles of economics
courses were taught. Having
published four texts within the
last 13 years, Brandis stressed
the importance of economic
education to all ages.
Greenspan gave his address
in the morning, as students
filtered in and out of the
ballroom. As many as 1,000
attended the speech.
In the speech, Greenspan
spent much time discussing
how the Oil Petroleum
Exporting
Countries,
or
OPEC, grew to be a world
power.
"About 1970, as best we
can judge, there was a quiet
revolution-arevolution which
in many respects is a mar.king

Photo by Tom Roster

Royall Brandis, one of many speakers at SCS during the winter
economics institute, emphasized teaching everyone the basics
of economics theory.

Pehler appointed cha_
irperson
Financing of redevelopment
Pehler represents District of bond ales for financing,
projects will be the subject 17-B, including SCS.
_ and prescribes methods for
under study by a new House
·Pehler said the subcommi- repayment of the bonds
subcommittee of which Re- ttee on Tax Increment through the use of local
presentative Jim Pehler of St. Financing is composed of property tax, according to
Cloud has been appointed members from the House Pehler.
Chairperson.
Local and Urban Affairs ,,_ "When our subcommittee
Committee and the Committee begins its dialogue on this
on Taxes. Preliminary organ- topic, it will be the first
izational work on structuring attempt · the Legislature has
the investigation ·has been . made to study the impact of
done and the first formal tax increment financing ,"
meeting will be held at 4 p.m. Pehler said. ''We have heard
Thursday in _Room 22 of the pros and cons from all over the
State Office building.
state and we.feel it is now time
Tax increment financing has to take a good look at how the
St. Paul by the Executive been authorized by the law is being implemented to
Committee," Voelker said.
Legislature as a method of determine if changes are
The Chronicle will carry financing renewal efforts and necessaty.'' '
further reports of the strike development by local commvote in Friday's edition.
unities. It provides ~or the use

IFO board authorizesstrike vote of faculfy

The Inter Faculty Organization board has authorized its
Executive ~ommittee to set up
procedures wh~reby a vote
would be taken,of members to
determine whether the IFO
should call a strike.
The IFO has been negotiating a new two-year c;ontract
with the state for about a
half-year with no success. The
matter has been determined
by a state mediator to pe at an
impasse. The mediator has
recommended ftisputes be
worked out through arbitration, but the state negotiators
' have so far refused.
The parties involved have
15 days to file for arbitration
after the impasse has been
reached. The fifteenth day will
Hours for the Learnbe Friday.
·
ing Resources Center ·
The Executive Committee
have been changed for
has been authorized to both
finals week.
set up the voting procedure
The library will be
and establish strike committclosed all day Saturday, • ees that will check into
then open again 2' p.m.
financial assistance through
Sunday. The library will
the Minnesota and National
be open from 2-10 p.m.
Education Associations. The
both Sun,day and Monpossibility of interest-freeday.
loans will also be explored,
Regular - hours will
according to IFO Pres. Fran
resume again 'Tuesday.
Voelker.
"Votes would be counted in

Library hours
to change
for final week

point in the 20th century,'' he
said.
''T}_le price of oil had been
determined in the Texas gulf,
but was then moved to the
Persian gulf," he said. "As a
result of that move, the OPEC
countries changed from a
largely fraternal order to one
of the most extraordinary
monopolies the world has ever
seen."
·
The seminar was sponsored
by student activities and
SCS's economics department,
to name a few.
-

ABOG-sponsored symposium tom0r(ow
Weinglass also will speak · at 7:30 p.m.
Crime in America-- is it a booming business?
The question will be exami~d during a Wednesday in the ballroom. During his
symposium . entitled " Justice in America" lecture, "Politics in Crime, " he will examine
Wednesday and Thursday, sponsored by the new police, intelligence and military apparatus
as a threat to civi_l liberties. Following his
Atwood Board of Governors. The symposium will feature -Leonard lecture, Weinglass will be available for
Weinglass, civil' liberties activist attorney, in a conversation at an informal public gathering in
panel discussion entitled "Crime in America'.: the Valhalla room.
Seiger will discuss community corrections at
at 2 p.m. Wednesday in the Civic-Penney
10 a.m. Wednesday in the Civic-Penney room.
room.
Weinglass' current cases include defenging lie will analyze alternatives in commu1_1ity
personalities like Jane Fonda and William and corrections and whether imprisonment is
Emily Harris. He also has written p1.1etrial workable as a means of dealing with crime.
Rober Crew, director of Gov. Rudy Perp1ch's
briefs on behalf of Angela Davis, defended
Russell Means in American Indian Movement commission on crime prevention and control,
litigation and Anthony Russo in _the Pentagon will speak on "Crime Prevention " at 10 a.m.
Thursday in the Civic-Penney room.
Papers trial.
Deborah Anderson, director of Sexual
He also represented Abbie Hoffman; Tom
Hayden and Rennie Davis in the Chicago Eight Assault Services in the Hennepin County
Attorney's
office,
will
conclude
the
trial.
Other panelists will be Craig Forsman, symposium. She wili di'scuss ''Dealing with
special assis~nt to Minnesota Attorney Crimes Against Women" at 1 p.m. in the
General Warren Spannaus, and Donald Seiger, f'ivic-P.enney room. In her talk, Anderson will
a member of the Minnesota Corrections Board. examine methods of teaching local officials anct
A special appearance by district Court Judge other interested persons how to deal with rape
victims and violators.
Miles Lord will also be made.

Evening class offerings
.available in ·various areas
•

..,.
Photo by Darlene-Bless ·.

.

Temperatures shot up to 49 degrees last week, causing unforseen problems for SCS students.
Although melting snow made water hazards out . of sidewalks, not many students were
complaining, as Jackets were unbottoned for the first time since fall.
·

Lawyer WeinglasS to speak at symposium
By MARSHA WHITE

The names of Patty Hearst,
William and Emily Harris and
Russel Means are familiar ·to
many students, but _the name
of Leonard W einglass is more
widely recognized in the legal
profession as the man who
defended these public figures.
Weinglass, a California
attorney, will be .speaking· at
SCS W ~dnesday as part of the
Issues and Answers "Justice
in America" program, sponsored by the Atwood Board if
Governors.
He will participate in a
forum panel discussing crime
in America, where he wiil give
his views as an attorney on the
crime problem. The panel wiil
begin at 2 p:m.
Other panelists will be
Federal District Court Judge
Mil~s Lord, most familiar in ,
connection with the Reserve
Mining Co. case, Don Seiger
· of the state's Board of
Corrections and Craig Forsman, a special assistant to the
MinneS'ota attorney general.
W einglass will also speak
Wednesday about the ·politics
of crime in the Atwood
ballroom at 7:30 _p.m. New
police, intelligence and military equipment and materials
that could reflect Orwell's
1984 future and pose a threat
to civil · liberties will be
discussed.~
As a defender of civil
liberties, W einglass has been
involved in many major
• political trials of the last
decade.
In· 1976, he defended
Symbionese Liberation Army

members William and Emily lecturer at the University · of
Harris for the alledged Southern California's Law
kidnapping of Patty Hearst.
Center.
He also served as attorney - Weinglass has also served
for Jane Fonda in a suit as trial counselor or assisting
against the CIA, FBI and other counselor to a number of ,
■
intelligence-collecting
agencnationally
prom~nent
cas~s.
.,,
He prepared written pretnal
ies.
During the Fonda case, the
A:~~~eyDav;!;
unauthorized mail-opening
procedures of the CIA first Anthony Russo, co-defendant
became known and led to the of Daniel Ellsberg in the
The Student Senate will
public acknowledgement of Pentagon Papers trial and hold a special meeting today
the CIA's domestic operations represented Abbie Hoffman, at 4 p.m. to discuss the
against people involved in Tom · Hayden and Rennie possible faculty strike and
Davis 'in the 1969 trial of ,the what ramifications if would
protest movements.
Currently, W einglass is- a Chicago Seven. ~
have on students . .
''The meeting is important
because of the possibility of
the faculty walking off on
• strike," Senate Pres. Tom

Specia I

~:::d fois

.Valerltine Oay
Massacre
at

FITZHARRIS
SKI HAUS
Fitzharris has Snot Down Prices

20-40%oFF

622½ St . Germain
(Over Jupiter Store)
Phone 251-7146

-

■

-

Byrne said. The meeting "
be held in the Itasca room
Atwood.
The unfinished agenda
Thursday's meeting will al
·be completed. The agen
was unable to be finish
Thursday when the senate lo
quorum half-way through t
meeting.

HEAVY DUTY
EQUIPMENT
RADIATORS

FREE ON CAMPUS DELIVERY.

1~-~

I

good selection at reasonable prices. Estimates are available. .,
' Eyes examined by appointment.
WRIGHT OPTICAL '
_

Senate meeting

METRO
RADIATOR co~

On AU X-C and Alpin~
Equipment and Clothing.

Hard, 'Wet' & Sofle~s contacts. 30 DAY TRIAL when ad~ahlc. ,
FRJFE- One Barnes Hind Care Kit for every pair of contµcts polished
duriTJ,g Febru?ry. Get Your EYE GLASS PRESCRIPTION OIied from a
Open Monday Evenings till 8.
, ._ Open Saturday by appoiD.tment only.

Administrative
Servic
building.
Assistance in course sel,
tion and program planning
part-time students may
obtained in the Counseli
Center, room 118, Stew
Hall, from 5-7:30 p.
Tuesdays .
Counseling. - also will
available during the first fc
nights of evening registrati
in the graduate and continui
studies office, room, 1:
Administrative
Servi<
building.
"If community r~side1
would like to see a com
offered, the Center
Continuin.e
Studies
st
would appreciate· their lettii
us know," said Owen Hag(
associate dean for continui
studies.
For further informatic
students may contact t
Center for Continuing Studi
in room 202, Whitney Hom
or call 255-3081.

to discuss faculty strike

Fitzharris.Ski Haus
,,
WRIGHT OPTICAL .
A sma/J opticfd lab offering complero services

_

. SCS will offer 172 spring
quarter evening courses on
campus beginning' March 7.
Among 36 basic and general
interest courses offered are
classes ip business,. golf,
music, SQCiology, art and
:speech communications.
. There will be 136 courses
available for advanced students. '
Evening classes are offered
for college credit. However,
persons not interested in
taking courses for credit may
audit classes. They would pay
the same fees as students
taking classes for credit but
are not required ·to take
examinations or receive ·a
grade.
Students studying for a
college degree must have
earned a high school diploma
or its equivalent, but students
without a diploma may
register as special students.
Students may register and I
pay fees between 5 and 6:30
p.m. March 7-10 in room 117,

252-9300
Delivery starts
5 P.M.

,~

~

-

-

\j~cu~£or

19 SOUTH 5th AVENUE

Submarines,
Spaghetti &.
Sandwiches

OPEN 7 DAYS
· 11 A.M.
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TRAPSHOOTING CLUB

:

i Researchers publish book·;

·organizational meeting for election of

Iega I, adVICe
· tQ WQmen

officers Tues. Feb. 15th at 4 p.m. in
:
•
Ed. Bldg. 126. All Students ar~ invited : glV0
to join this newly formed club!
:- By STEVE MARTY
•
A film -will be shown about trapshooting. :• Minnesota women
•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

GRAND MANTEL
SALOON
& RESTAURANT
,

, 6

SCOTCI

1

iI . . . E
3

.Li~~~~---@

FBBBEBI
~j

... brings you
great entertainment

Wed., Fri., Sat.

''Dave Parker''
plus
great classic
movies

Tues.&'
Thurs.
Now serving
lunch

...,._~+-+-~11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Downstairs, Downtown

who are
unaware of their rights in such
fields as unemployment, name
change, education and divorce
can seek advice from a
handbook published by the
Minnesota Public biterest
Research
Foundation
(MPIRF).
The recently-published Mintnesota
Women's
Legal
Handbook also suggests ways
for women to defend these
rights. The book· is designed
as a background resource
before .consulting a lawyer .
A woman who feels she has
been denied a "man's job" or
"man's pay" because of
discrimination ·can find resource in this handbook, both
practical stopgap measures
and long-term legal remedies.
The chapter on employment
cites Title VII of the Civil
_Rights Act of 1966, the
Minnesota Human Rights Act
and federal and state equal
pay provisions.
The law, in the last 10
years, has discouraged categorizing jobs as "men's" or
"woman's." It is now illegal
for a newspaper to print

----

sex-segregated job columns.
a credit-worthy woman beA pregnant woman is entitle cause of her sex or marital
to keep her job if she takes a status.
leave of absence of five
A telephone listing in the
months or less, according to applicant's name is not a
the handbook-. Pregnancy is permissible factor in a
now considered a ''temporary credit-scoring system because
disability" and not a cause for most families are listed by the
firing. But a woman who husband's name. Neither is a
voluntarily quits her job when persons's "childbearing inshe becomes pregnant without tentions or capability.''
asserting her maternity rights
Other issues discussed in
will lose those rights as well as the handbook are support of
her eligibility for unemploy- illegitimate children; Title IX
ment ·benefits, the manual of the 1972 Federal Education
reads.
Act amendment, which bars
As of Aug. , 1975, a woman discrimination in schools
is entitled -to keep her maiden based on sex; how ·and where
name after marriage by filling to find and attorney; and the
out a form when applying for a Minnesota Criminal Sexual
marriage license. A new Conduct Law of 1975.
Minnesota law erases the
Attorney Katherine. Berkpresumption that all brides vam, one of the authors of the
want to take the names of their handbook, believes that there
mates.
is a real gap in books about the
Since 1974, Minnesota has law for women.
granted a "dissolution of
"Those already in existence
marriage'' rather than a aim at' the attorney rather than
divorce. Under the new law, the general public," she said.
fault does not have to be "Others discuss law on a
proven. The handbook details nationwide scale rather than
factors that affect judgements focusing on the law in
of the distribution of material · Minnesota.''
goods shared during a
The handbook may be
marriage.
ordered from MPIRF, 3036
Federal law has made it University Av. SE., Minneeasier for women to fight apolis, 55414. The $2 cost of
unfair practices in the each handbook will go to a
grant;ing of credit. Regulations fund to . · finance
similar
now forbid a creditor to deny research projects . in the
granting a separate account to future.

EVERYTHING YOU NEtDFOR A

REAL EST ATE LICENSE
IS JUST A PHONE CALL AWAY
612- 253-5586 .
A11,ewi-,ti\l\

~tal E.d~fc.. Se,J.1Joh,.SI Cfeu~
921 SPRUCE DR .• ST.CL(j.JD,MN 56301

bring your sweetheart to

NEWMAN TERRACE PIZZA
for a heart-shaped pizza
on

NORTHWESTERN

BANK

Valentlnes Day
253-2131

OfSlC'9ud
AltAffllMedNorthMst8181■■11.cc.Clllftllpcxonallu.llla,i, _.._, F.D.I.C.

-

_

Fast Delivery Service - Call 253-2131

•c_,~- -1 •

Letters
to the editor,
The Chronicle encouragee re.lerl to wtce their
opinion• through lettera to the editor, regardl- of
point of view. Latten muat be typed, cli>ubl~
Ind contain .,me .,rt of Identification. Lettera wlll be
1191'lflecl, ., 1n addr- Ind telephone number 11
helpful . Anonymoua letter, wlll not be printed,
although IIIIITl9I may be withheld In certain · No
form letter wlll be puballlhed. The Chronk:e r ~ •
the right to edit lengthy letter,. All lettera, once turned
In to the Chronlce beclome the Chronlcte'a property and
wlll not be returned .

Prevent the spread
of unconscious·acts

to its people, but I am hoping that their
potential will be recognized in time.
As for Phil's sexist comment and to
you men who view women as your
dutiful inferiors as less intelligent
weaklings and as your future slaves, I
honestly hope that you awake to who
women really are ... though I have more
hope for the Church than I do for you.
Perhaps Phil's letter was intended
to be a satirical comment, and I am
quite certain that it was. But the
question of women's rights and equal
opportunity is not funny. It is a serious
issue that requires attention from
women as well as men .
Sara Bergeron
Sophomore, ~decided

As students doing a human relations
project, we chose to focus our
attention towards "lookism. " Looksism is how people are alienated (put
down) by others due to their outward
physical characteristics. Looksism is
different from racism and sexism in
"This is a big store, so they won't
that it affects a wider spectrum of
indivduals. We are all victim~ of miss one little item." A rationalization
looksism and are also all guilty of for stealing like this goes on every day
here in St. Cloud, and it's beginning to
looksism.
We are attempting to stir feelings so reach a crisis point. Just ask Bob
that people will not continue to . Cobom of Cobom's 5th Ave. Grocery.
More people are arrested there for
perpetuate this problem. For too often
unconscious feelings and stereotypes shoplifiting than anywhere else in the
city. Why? Because he realizes that
place others to the rear.
more college students shop there than
Kirk Schnitker anywhere else,and many of these
Sophomore, undecided shoppers tend to be "light-fingered."
He has a staff that is working for him
.Nancy Wadhams who are trained to spot shoplifters,and
Junlor,recreatlon they are g~d at it, but they don't
catch everyone.
It reflects in the inventory so thus it
Keith Olson, Jr.
Junlor,speech must reflect in the prices paid for
goods in his store. He isn't going to
absorb the cost of shoplifting. The
honest · shoppers who pay for their
goods also pay for the shoplifter's
merchandise in the form of higher ·
prices. ·
Phil Bolsta's letter concerning the
In 1975, St. Cloud police arrested,
exclusion of . women , from the on the average, more than one
priesthood was well-received by the shoplifter each day at Cobom's. In
undersigned until I read his closing 1976 I'm sure the figure went up'. How
paragraph, which, in effe~, dis- many others were caught but not
credited his argument. Phil ·says that prosecuted by the store? How many
he must disagree with Pope Paul's others were never caught? ONe thing
standing that it ''would be difficult to is for sure; just a matter of time and
see in the (woman) minister the image then the game is over. You now have a
of Christ" since he is inspired every police record. -You are labeled as a
time Farrah Fawcett-Major's body thief. Employers don't like to hire
flashes across his TV screen.
thieves, so your entire college career c
It is sad to note that women who are could have been for .nothing. think
consciously attempting to make dents about it; is it worth it?
into ou, .male-dominated culture have
to contend, not only with out-moded,
Ron Davis
irrational beliefs, but with the likes of
Senior, marketing
men such as Phil. I believe that the
church is gravely mistaken not to take
advantage of the leadership, guidance
and compassion that women could
provide as priests in its hierarchy and

pestroy a career:

.Is it worth it?

Satirical comment

not good for wo~ta '

f

The Chronicle

The Chronicle of St . Cloud State University is written and edited by students of St.
Cloud State University, St . Cloud, Mn ., and is published twice each week during the·
academic year and weekly during the summer, except for final exam periods and
vacations .
Opinions expressed in the Chronicle do not necessarily reflect those of the students,
faculty or administration of St. Cloud State University.
Letters to the editor and guest essays are an attempt to provide address for readers to
the media. They may be dropped off at 136 Atwood Center or mailed to 136 Atwood
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ABOG symposium offers
chance to be educated
The last time the Atwood Board of Governors sponsored
a series of lectures on a topic, SCS voters were given the
chance to quiz candidates in person. At that time last tall,
the election was the primary topic of conversation.
Since that time, those who sponsor such forvms have
changed its groups name, but not its goals. Wednesday
and Thursday, the Issues and Answers branch of ABOG
will present 1eading figures in state and national law
enforcement as part of a "Justice in America"
symposium. Considering the timliness of the topic, SCS
students should take interest and attend.
The hows and whys of U.S. legal ways is misunderstood
by many citizens: With crime rates on the rise and
spectacular trials making national news, a better
background of understanding is needed. College students,
who are supposedly better-educated than the majority of
the public, needs to have a grasp on the dUemma of why
crime occurs and how it can be deterred.
ABOG's symposium does not look to be a charade. ,
Interesting speakers will represent every conceivable
viewpoint of American jurisprudence. Such head-to-head
confrontations as liberal lawyer Leonard W einglass and
conservative judge Miles Lord will be well worth seeing.
Robert Crew, responsible · for · Minnesota's crime
prevention effort, should enlighten SCS students as to how
they can stop from being just another crime statistic.
Deborah Anderson, of the.Jlennepin County Attorney's
office, will explain how rape victims should be dealt with.
College is more than just going to classes and picking up
a document that says you graduated. College involves ·
participating as an active member in campus activities,
both educational and recreational. ABOG's- "Justice in
America" symposium is one of those educational
activities.•

Applications
are now being taken for
Chronicle positions
for Spring Quarter:
News Editor
Reporters
I

Production Workers
Apply 136 Atwood
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Driving safety course opens to students
special nature-driving,'' Abal driver keeps his hands in that their vehicle,'' he said.
there is a danger of getting
said.
Besides
the
two clock-face position with the
The environmental limita- trapped into hitting a bridge
A defensive driving course, classroom instructors there thumbs locked onto the wheel tions are amplified on the skid abutment or other obstacle,
form~rly offered only to will be three full-time driving where he never removes pad course which has a special Abal said.
them,'' Abal said.
police, fire, and ambulance range instructors.
surface that becomes like
A trailer house classroom at
"We will try to teach
drivers, will be opened Spring
The range has two 1947 glare ice when water is the range emphasizes an
quarter under the industry steering techniques in place of Mack firetrucks with no power applied. A driver will drive audio visual instruction, much
department as Driver Traffic braking · to avoid collisions," steering, two ambulances, two onto the pad with locked of it produced on the range.
Abal said.
Safety 295.
Police package Chevy Novas, brakes and, with the proper
"We will not be showing
Locking the brakes only three late model Plymouths techniques, correct the skid. blooq and guts type or' movies
The two credit, 20-hour
course will feature about 12 worsens an accident situation, with stock suspension and one The rule for loss of control on because we do not believe that
classroom hours of training in he said.
specially prepared 1974 Ply- slick surfaces is to turn in the the shock effect has any
"We try to teach the type mouth skid car. The skid car direction of the slide, let up on lasting value. Our movies will
the National Safety Council
Safety Driving Course and an of braking where pressure is has a heavy duty suspension the accelerator and ke~p the point out the techniques we
eight-hour session on an applied just up to the locking and an auxilary brake locking foot off the brake, Abal said. are trying to teach,'' he said.
advanced driving range for 24 point so that the car still has system operated by the
"We also teach the driver to
The
defensive
driving
students. The federally-grant- rolling friction. If the brakes instructor. The cars are loaned recover a vehicle that runs off course is required in some
ed highway drivers training lock up then the driver loses by local firms.
the road. The proper recovery states for professional drivers
facility is a SO-acre, $50 control of the car and the
There is nothing on the . is to make a fast re-entry onto and has. trained seven million
million range of serpentine stopping distance actually range to hit and special rules the road. When t he right rear drivers to date.
obstacle courses and skid increases," he said.
exist, such as on the one-way wheel hits the edge of the
One instructor at the range
Abal gave a demonstration . circuits, Abal said. There is a shoulder, cramp the steering has estimated going · over the
pads, located near the Men's
Reformatory off Hwy. 10.
of slamming on the brakes on communication system in the wheel back to straighten out," /track 60,000 times and once in
Joseph Abal, one of the the range's skid pad. The car vehicles so that when the he said.
.
a while has to stop the car and
team instructors in the course, went into an uncontrollable student does his solo run (to
If a driver tried to get back get out to take a breather,
said that the advanced range slide. However, when he test his limitations) he will on the road too gradually, Abal said.
is the only one in the state and applied the brakes more have some guidance.
one of few in the country. It gently, the car came to a sharp
"Otherwise he's on his
also has a 11/4 mile perimeter stop from 30 m.p.h.
own," Abal said.
Abal showed a new tire that
for training police in high
The Novas, with stripped
speed pursuits. The course had lost one stretch of rubber 'out interiors, are used for
has been viewed by visitors down to the core ply just from training police in high~speed
from many states and from one locked skid.
pursuits where one car will
Sweden and Holland.
"His vehicle just kept on pursue another around the
The only text required costs moving. He wouldn't have lost perimeter. During the chase,
$1.25 and the students will the rubber if he hadn't locked the vehicles will be forced to
receive a letter grade and the brakes," Abal said.
make lane changes. One turn
certificate of completion.
"We also teach the 3 and 9 has a late apex giving the false
"It is just like any other hand
position-on-steering- impression of having to turn
course except that it has a wheel technique where the earlier than necessary.
The range is boo_ked up until
June for the Mond_ay through
After Graduation - - Why not
Thursday training sessions for
police, fire and ambulance
SERVE PEOPLE around/ the U.S.- -the World
drivers. Friday is for maintenAs a Priest or Brother
ance just to keep the cars
going, Abal said.
With
The police emphasize a lot
1HE MARIST FA1HERS AND BROTHERS
of
high speed backing up on
Contact: Fr. Bob Wiley, S.M.
Local:
S-curves
and the ambulance
Marist Communications Center Fr. Ed Keel, S.M.
drivers
stress
90 degree
220 Taylor St. N.E.
506 Cedat: St.
backing
into
tight
spaces,
Washington, D.C. 20017
St. Paul, Minn. 55101
Abal said.
(202) 526-0424
(612) 224-3370
''We time the ambulances
and sometimes tum on their
lights and sirens which
sometimes causes the adrenalin to flow and some drivers
will freeze up.
"We start out drivers at a
slow speed on the serpentine
course and increase their
speed to test their limits.
Some people think that they Photos by Darlene Bless
can avoid anything in a real Above, driving Instructor Joseph Ahal shows what happens
situation and don't realize when a driver slams a car's brakes, burning the rubber away.
their limitations or those of Below, he demonstrates evasive driving on the course.

By JOEL STOTIRUP
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RedKen College Gals
Guys
Body Waves
Hair Painting
S led Hair Cuts
Shampoo

Model College
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Hair Design
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$225
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253-4222
Supervised by Professional Hair Stylists

New ABOG Governors named ·

Arts
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Fourteen students have Mustafa Siddiqui; Special
Page6
been chosen for the new term Events, 'Rick Dallaire.
of office on the Atwood Board
of Governors (ABOG).
The new board will serve
from Spring quarter 1977
through Winter quarter 1978.
They were appointed after By JANICE DETIY
Theatre review
interviews by the ' outgoing
board.
The second night of the poet who runs the cash
The new executives include: student-directed,
one-act register in the restauraht
Doug
Edman,
president; plays drew a full house to the where they both work.
Janese Evans, vice-president; Performing Arts Center Wed- Tuscany succeded in giving
Carol Rundquist, secretary;
nesday •
her character a consistent
Julie
Westra,
treasurer.
"My mother says ... ," is the stutter and several nervous
· Governors are: Media Rela- insecure reply given to every twitches - which contrasted
tions, Gail Howell; Issues and question put to Velma (played with
the
smooth,
cool
Answers,
Judy · Brekken; by Roxanne Tuscany) in Janes portrayal of the writer-poet
Concert Co., Scott Zosel; Scott's production of "Bird- Frankie (played by R. Scott
Creative Arts, Val DuVernet; bath" l>y Leonard Melfi. Koch), serving to point up
Coffeehouse, Bill Mebus; "Birdbath" deals with a their differences.
Bwana Productions, Mark
psycho~ic waitres~ who beThere is a touching and
Sa'kry;
Journeyfolk,
Joel
comes tnv?lved with a po_et. ..._surprising resolving scene in
Lindmeier; Literary, Sheryl
Velma ts a nervous httle which Velma confesses to
Sostarich;
Games
Gang, mouse with a crush on the Frankie that she had murdered her nagging mother just
that morning.
The second of the plays
combined satire with humorous song lyrics.
"Sorry, you' re not accepA joint senior recital Hummel's "Trumpet Concer- table ... next?" is the last line
featuring t~umpet and French to" and Donald White's of Mike Kramer's production
horn music will be presented "Sonata:" for trumpet and of "Next" written by Terrence
at 8 p.m. · Thursday in the, piano. Yager will perform . McNally. The line is also thel
recital hall of the Performing , Wolfgang Mozart's "Concerto life story of Marion Cheever,
Arts Center.
Number Three in E Flat
Featured musicians will be Major" and Paul Hindemith'.s
Cynthia Larson on trumpet "Sonate."
_
and Judith Yager on French
The final piece will be
A horn recital featuring two
horn. They will be accompani- Scheidt-De Jong's "Canzona
ed by Becky -Reich.
Bergamasca." Larson and SCS music majors will be
Also accompanying will be Yager will be joined by Brian presented at 8 p.m. WednesNancy Holm and Sharon Pearson on trumpet, Ross day in the recital hall of the
Spencer.
Wilson on trombone and Ron Performing Arts Center.
Featured will be Rose
Larson will perform Henri Larson on tuba.
Schauback on French horn and
Senee's "Concertino," J.N.
Brian Pearson on trumpet.
They are sophomores from St.
Cloud and students of Albert
Moore, instructor of music at
the univeristy.
Schaubach will be accomNew art works by young with tape on the gallery's
panied by Becky Reich and
Minneapolis artist James window areas.
"Byrne is a technological
Byrne will be displayed
through Feb. 25 in the Kiehle artist whose use of video
Gallery. Exhibit hours are equipment is quite innovafrom
8 a.m.-4:30
p.m. tive,'' according to Gallery
weekdays. The exhibit is free Director Kingsley Dorholt.
and open to the public.
· Byrne also has exhibited in
The Chronicle reported that
Byrne;s display will include the Whitney Museum of Art in Fred Argir, Pam Smith and
videotaping of the preview New York City and at the Lonnie Knight performed in
session held Feb. 14 on Minneapolis Institute of Arts. the Coffeehouse Apocalyse
monitors
and
projectors, His display is sponsored by last Tuesday evening. In
photographs taken with color the SCS art department.
actuality, the performance
Poloroid film and drawings
was in the Atwood Brickyard.

One act plays present tragedy, satire

Senior recital features
trumpet, French horn

the main character.
"Next" is a farcical drama
about a 40-year-old man's
induction into the army. It
takes place during a standard
induction physical, but there
is a twist in that the examining
officer is a woman. Or sort of a
woman. Sgt. Thech (played by
Karen Swanson) is so butch
that she looks like she would
be just as comfortable behind
the wheel of a truck· as behind
a desk.
Marion Cheever, . the 40year-old "draftee" who is
apparently trying to cheat his
way into the army to avoid
lonliness and to gain acceptance in the world, is played by
Myron John Mortell, who
added his wry sense of humor
to the unlikely tale.
Kramer included a musical
introduction made up of
medley of ''Boogie-W oogie
Bugle Boy" and Peter, Paul
and Marys' "Johnny's Gone 1
for a Soldier," two songs

contrasting each other on their
viewpoints of war. "BoogieW oogie Bugle Boy'' makes
going to war sound fun and
"Johnny's Gone for a Soldier"
is a commentary on the
uselessness of war.
"Next" contained many
playes on words and was
consistently funny until the
last scene in which Cheever
wrings the heart of the
audience when it is realized
that he is a born loser and he
will never be accepted.

Auditions set
for Spring play

Auditions for the theatre
department's spring production of Sophocles' King
Oedipus will be held Tuesday,
Feb. 22 and Wednesday, Feb.
23 at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m. in
Stage Il of the Performing
Arts Center.
Actors should prepare two
three-minute memorized audition pieces (one comic, one.
serious)' from the classical
Geri Coleman.
Selections performed by period (Greek, Shakespeare,
Schaubach will include Moz- Jacobean, etc.). Those interart's "Concerto Number Four ested may sign up for an
in E Flat Major,'' Halsey audition time slot in the
Stevens' "Sonata" and Arthur theatre office.
Frackenpohl's "Brass Quintet."
.
Pearson and Schaubach will
t>e joined in the quintet by
Cynthia Larson on trumpet,
Ross Wilson on trombone and
Ronald Larson on tuba.
For frtt information. write to:
Pearson will perform "Con- .
DRUNK DRIVER. Box 234S
Rockville. Maryland 208S2
certo for .E. Flat Trumpet''
by
J.N.
Hummel
and
"Sonate" by. Hindemith. He
will be accompanied by Nanc)
Holm and Ruth Saggau.

..

SCS students to give horn recital

·Minneapolis video artist Byrne
to show works in Kiehle Center

Correction
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~ Shop
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12 Exposures 83.75
20 Exposures ( 11 o, ~ 2~ 85.45
20 Exposures (135) 85.75
36 Exposures (135) 89.15

Color Slides and Finishing
20 Exposures 83.95
36 Exposures 85.95
All ftlm is Kodak ftlm. Refund on all unprintable negatives.
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Comer of 9th Avenue
& 10th Street
PH. 251-9675

WHITE CLOUD

&
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North Village,
1 block west of
North Junior High
PH. 253-8245 .

NORTH & SOUTH

22 Seventh Avenue South
St. Ooud, Minnesota 56301

Attention students traveling during Spring Quarter Break.
We have a special for you ·on 61m and photofinishing.
Both your 61m and finishing Included In
p .
on,e low price!
•
Color nnts
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HOW TO KEEP THE·
UFE OF THE PARTY

THIS PROMOTION CAN'T BE USED WITH
ANY OTHER CAMERA SHOP DISCOUNT

OPEN FROM
8:00 a.m. to i0:00 p.m.
7 DAYS A WEEK

Building and equipment
deslgn~d with you In
mind. Complete with air
conditioning . We also offer
Coln-op dry cleaning.

Now 2 locations to serve you.

CHRNTILL Y

■■IIUTY

SRLDN

adjoining both White Cloud laundries
OPEN
Mon . thru Wed. 8:30-5
Thurs . & Fri. 8:30-7:30
Sat. 7:30-5

For Appointment,
Call 252-8435
or 253-8148
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RlgJit, Raina, played by Cindy
Qullllng,
tries
to
keep
Bluntschl, played by John
Schnorr, awake "after he
cllmbs•into her room. Above, _.__ _ _ __.
Bluntschi teels Raina it is
alright to tell a lie for a just

'Arms and the Man' to begin
Above, Sergius, played by Loren Johnson, screams in pain after a servant, played by Thomas
Siegel, drops a carpetbag on his foot. Below, Sergius attempts to extract the name of his fiancee's
new romantic interest from Louka the maid, played by Merrilee Benda. At right, Siegel sneezes
afte!' sweeping the terrace. Above right, Raina's mother Catherine, played by Loretta Peterson,'
finds Bluntschi asleep on Raina's bed _

,

r~o

SCS wrestlers Win again;
finish undefeated in NIC
The SCS wrestling squad
finished another undefeated
conference· dual meet season
under Coach John Oxton with
a 40-8 win over Michigan
Tech.
Oxton said the team looked
a little sluggish, but that was
to be expected with it being
their third match in four days.
However,
it
was
good
preparation for the nationals
coming up, as they had to
make weight each time, much
as they will have to when they
go to nationals, he added. ''It
was good to have to maintain
their weight, so they will be
- used to it when the time
comes,'' Oxton said.
Oxton also said it was a
gd<>d chance to see two new
wr_e stlers perform.
Stuart Friese, who moved to
heavyweight to give Greg
Ganyo a rest, did well until he
got caught by his bigger
opponent. Bob Gastecn looked very_ good, a~cording' to
Oxton, ~aking his first pin
since before Christmas.

Oxton also mentioned Paul
Hackenmueller for a great job
in beating Michigan's conference champ Steve Huffman at
118 lbs.-, 10-3.
Ken Bemboom dominated
his match at 126 lbs., getting a
major decision with a 10-0
score. Phil Braun got a forfeit
at 134 lbs. and Rick Clark had
hard time prying his opponent
off the mat for a 8-1 dedsion. ' '-,,,.......,.~.
Ron Weller wrestled very
aggressivly at 150 lbs.,
according to Oxton, buildin~
up a large lead before getting
a fall at 4:47. Dennis Moske
drew a tough match with
Tech's Charles Calisto and Photo by Jackie Lorentz
Jim _Harstad built up an 8-2 SCS's Ricky Clark twists his Michigan Tech opponent to a near fall Saturday.
fead before his opponent
defaulted. Lon Holien, down
at 1n lbs. again, won a major
decision 11-1.
The next match will be·
I
tonight at 7:30 p.m. in By DAN MILLER
wrestling mat~hes.
eighth-ranked Maqkato State
Halenbeck as the wrestlers
The Huskies finished their The Huskies,
who
ar,
take on Mankato State. The
Back on top is where the conference dual meet sche- currently ranked 15th amoni
· Huskies then go to the SCS wrestling teani hopes to dule undefeated and untied NCAA Division II sch09ls
conference meet at Duluth stay after this past week's after burying defending con wo'!ld like a win, according ti
Saturday.
ference champ Bemidji State Oxton.
~9-8 Thursday and beating
SCS and Mankato hav,
Michigan Tech 40-8 Saturday. been wrestling competitivel~
This is the fourth time in the since 1953. Durin~ that tim,
past seven years- that the Mankato has th~ definite!
Huskies, -under coach John advantage with 19 wins on1J
Oxton, have finished unde- two losses and a tie. Th,
feated in the NIC.
Huskies have never beate1
Even after the convincing Mankato under Oxton. Las
win over Bemidji, assistant year, the Huskies lot 23-19.
coach Steve Wenker said he
'·'That is about the way all 0 1
believes Bemidji is still the our matches have been,'
. team to beat in Saturday's Oxton said. "There's no doub
conference tournament in that we'd like to finish out th,
Duluth.
' season with a win."
• ''They had some of their ·
SCS now stands at 9-4, wit)
studs out of lineup," Wenker all of their losses comin1
points for the Huskies as a limited action
up
until said. But he wa~ quick to add, against teams now-ranked ii
starting forward.
Saturday, but played close to "I think we would have still the T~p Ten.
beaten them even if they were
"We know that we wrestl,
Center Doug Miller scored three-fourths of the game.
in
the
meet."
top
teams," Oxton said. "
six points while Bob Hegman,
Mike Motgan is still out of
Eight
teams
willbe
just
hope
that the administra
Jim Berg, Daryl Lindsey, Dan action for the Huskies.
Swanson and John Carlson all Morgan is suffering froma competing for the conference tion and students reaiize tha
scored four points. Dave swollen spleen and has ,, not title and many of the teams SCS has_ one of the fines
Terhaar added three and Jeff _ been able to practice with the have defending champions teams in the nation.''
. returning, Wenker said.
Tuesday is Alumni Night
Linde two:
team for several weeks.
The
Huskies
will
wrestle
Oxton
said.
Saturday Michigan Tech
Wednesday the Huskies
their
last
dual
meet
of
the
"I
just
hope that we have ;
used a tough zone defense to take their 7-17 record to
stop the Huskies and Rohs in a Morris to play the· league- season at Halenbeck tuesday good crowd out to show ou
alumni that SCS back:
particular, who scored only 11 leading University of Minne- ·night at 7:30 p.m.
The
m~tch
will
,be
against
wrestling.
''
points.
sote-Morris.
Lindsey, a freshman forSCS will paly its last home·
ward, took up the slack for game of the yar Monday
SCS by scoring 18 points, far against Southwest at 7:30
and away his top game of the p.m. in Halenbeck. •
year. ,
Lindsey had seen only
1

Wrestlers ·face rival Mankato
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Rohs scores 34

Men basketDa 11 players
roll over Bem:idji 81-5~
By DAN GRISWOLD
The SCS men's basketball
team trounced Bemidji State
University 81-58 Wednesday,
then dropped a 68-57 decision
to Michigan Tech Saturday,
both road games.
Bryan Rohs shattered Bemidji' s defense with 34 points,
his highest lotal of the year.
'.'That was the best -game •
I've ever seen a Huskie play,"
Coach Noel Olson said of
Rohs' performance.
The Huskies openpd up a
44-26 lead by halftime and
coasted to their seventh win of
the season.
Barry McKay scored 16

Large pitcher of beverage
with piµ.a ·order
every ~DNESDAY
at TOMLYA.NO'S

'

•

H you ·drive to public
transportation,

home of the
bagelano
r

· .take a neighbor.
It's cheaper.

·------------------·
---------~
,
10% OFF
Anything
in the Store

253-9094
3403 W. Division
Wi~t~r Hours- Open Wed, Fri & Sat.

------------------------------

t'age y

omen's basketball team
Jries UW-Eau Claire 78~39

The 5' 4" sophomore from Saturday, and shot 47 percent
Red Lake Falls hit nine of her from the field as a team, the
ching top form for the 19 sbots from the field and second best shooting game in
Ling state large-college . made two of three shots from the team's history. ·
Behind Poirier and Johnson
ff, the SCS women's the line to give her 20 for the
in the record · scoring effort
:ball team clobbered the game.
rsity of Wisconsin-Eau
Nola Johnson scored 18 for were Patti Decker with 14
78-39 Saturday at SCS, which led 34-21 at points, Sue Wahl with ten
beck.
halftime, making nine of her points, Mary Wild and Pam
Wittwer with five each, Barb
gy Poirier, the Huskies 15 shots from the field.
r1aking guard who avThe 78 points scored by SCS Brass with four and Mary
s about nine points-per- against Eau Claire eclipsed Scholl t~o.
Wahl and Brass led the
, -was also at her best, the record of 75 for the
team
in rebounding with lJ
g 20 points.
women's basketball team
each.
ion't think Peggy's ever earlier in the · season against
SCS, the University of
day where she's -been so St. Olaf.
and
Mankato
said her coach, Gladys
The Huskies also broke by Minnesota
!r. Poirier' s best game one the· record for most field State, the only th!'.,ee · 1arge
,een 18 points.
goals in a game with 34 division schools in the state,
wil play-Qff for the state title
Feb. 14~6 in Marshall.
With Saturday's win, the
Huskies finish •their regular
season with a 14-2 record.
The only competition the
team will face before the
tournament will be today
· when they travel to. St. John's
B competition will start at 9 to· scrimmage the College of
ayna Johnston
a.m. (Class B is _not -1n St. Benedict.
S's women's gymnasts contention for state titles.)
Class A competition for
i out Mankato State with
will
,re of -111.80 to 111.20, state championships
begin
at
1
p.m.
Comp~titors
North Dakota State :
lt'sity
scoring
78.55 will be trying . to place and
score high enough in this meet
lay.
to
qualify for regionals, a
(ividual placers for the
seven-state
meet.
were Laurie Edman on
In
order
to qualify for
loor exercise, who took
regionals,
the
gymnasts will By C. FREUNDSCHUH
place with 7.9, Deb
have
.
to
place
either
first in
mey, who took second
SCS' s hockey _ team was
a 7.85 and Judy Bretizk, state-for their event, or meet
ied for third with a score score requirements. A sea- defeated in their weekend
sonal average of their best five series in Mankato against
75.
Mankato State University 8-5
the uneven bars, Sue meets will also be used.
The
top
twelve
all-aroundFriday night and 4-3 Saturday
;on took first with a score
2 and Joanne B"ovy took , ers in the state who have night.
scored 30 or · better for an
In Friday night's game SCS
with a 6.4.
ulting had Deb Mahoney average in four trteets, took the lead on Gary Lutz's
g first with a 7.85, Sue including the state meet, will power play goal' at 3:43 of the
son second with a 7. 75, qualify for regionals. Indiv- first period.
Mankato came back at 4:46
~dman taking fourth with idual gymnasts will have to
score 8.0 or ·b etter in -their when Tom Mueller fired _in a
lance beam had only two event in· four meets, including shot past SCS goalie Doug
Randllph on an assist from
rs for the Huskie~ the state l!!eet. Teams to qualify for state Brian Olson to tie the game
ill was first with 7 .85,
Debbie Schmidt fourth will have to score 118 in four 1-1.
At 9:08 Mueller repeated
meets including the state
6.95.
e ·all-around performers meet. Hopefuls for SCS will be the performance when he
Edman and Johnson tied Johnson, Mahoney and Ed- slapped in a goal to put
Mankato -in the lead 2-1.
first placed, each with man, according to Owens.
·SCS tied it up 2~2 on Dave
"The University of Minne,s of 28.45, and Mahoney
Reichel'~
goal at 13:11 from
sota is bound to win," Owens
h with 26.60.
Tom
McFarlane
and Mark
e next meet the women said. '"Ihe rest will be up for
Lecy.
grabs.
Our
goal
for
the
season
be competing in will be
The Huskies took advantage
;tate meet, to be held at is to place within the top three
nbeck Thursday. There and we can do it. We have a of a Mankato penalty when
be ten teams competing lot of c9nfidence and the girls John Krutchen opened up the
:ate championships. Class know now that they can do it." second perio-d with a power~

GRISWOLD

:S women g}'mnasts

ifeat Mankato, NDSU;
epare for ~ate meet

~

Photo bv Michael Loftus

Sue W ahI goes up between two Eau Oalre opponents for one of
her 11 rebounds Saturday as Barb Brass[S3] and . Patty Decker
look on.

.

.

ManKato beats Mackey team
in tWo~ga·me weekend series

DENNY'S SHOE REPAIR

LES & HEELS

SHOE SHINES.

•~RS REP~CED 'WHILE YOIJ WAIT"

OPEN 8:30A.M.
to 1:30 P.M.

IHOEI DYED

811-1/2 ST. GERMAIN
FOIIMERLY IIOMIE'IIHOlaMOP

RUSH'S22ndCHICKEN
SHACK
& 3rd Street North
Eat in or take out

Dia I · 2s2-

R-u-s-H
7.-8-7-4

(Try our ·Jo-Jo's - you' 11 lov-um)
pen unt~l,8:00 p.m. daily 9:00 weekends

Ask for the College Special

play goal at 1:06 from Kevin
Clunis.
SCS exploded for another
goal this time from Terty
Goulet at 8:58 from ' Dan
Hunter. The goal was scored
while the Huskies were
shorthanded and put them up
4-2.
Mueller of . Mankato took
some of the momentum away
midway through the second
period .with a goal from Carl
Davis to pull them within one.
Coming off that assist,
Davis opened up the scoring in
the third period with only 24
seconds gone as. he swept
around and took a pass in from
Mike Carroll to tie it up 4-4.
Co-captain and leading
defenseman for Mankato Tom
. Anderson beat Randolph's
glove at 2:19 to put his team in
the lead 5-4.
Anderson further vicimized
Ranqolph at 10:09 on a power
play goal from an assist from
Larry Ward.
·
Dave Busby found the nets

is pregnancy
yol)r number
one problem?

call birthri"gh·t
you've got
a friend t
253-4848
confidential help
free pregnancy test
rap sessions wed. p.m.

at 12:32 for a goal and a 7-4
Mankato lead.
.
Lecy of SCS fired in a shot
past Mankato goalie Mike
Pilkington at 12:45 on an
assist from McFarlane.
An<!,erson registered a hat
trick, his first and Mankato'-s
second of the game at i6:41 to
put Mankato up and away 8-4.
"We just weren't ready in
that third period. We skated a
pretty good first two periods,''
commented Coach Charles
Basch for SCS.
Basch felt the Huskies gave
up too many good shots with
out harrasement in the
game.
"We were outskated in that
third period. When we got a
penalty at the beginning of the
third period and the momentum swung their way,'' Basch
said.
Saturday night's game was
characterized by the close
checking and ·hard-skating."W e skated real well and
stayed even with them
throughout the game,'' said
Basch.
In the first period Saturday
night the only team that found
the nets was Mankato-Ward
scored on a-power play at 5:59.
The tide shifted as Pete
Doyle tied the game on a goal
for SCS at ·6:18.
. Mueller came back for a
goal at 15:59 when he
unleased .a shot to put them
ahead 2-1.
SCS
opened the third
period on a play coach Basch
called "picture play-goal" on
a three-on-two break away.
Hockey

Continued ~m page 10

age 10

AGU-1. region tournament competition comp~
leted
-1

The Association of ~ollege
Unions-International (ACU-I)
Region 10 tournament was
held Thursday~ Friday and

Saturday at SCS.
The tournament featured
competition in bill~ards, table
soccer,- bowling, air hockey,

Women swimmers
sink UMD 79-52 in
_·sea·so.n's final meet I

By TIM BORAN

The SCS women's _ swim
team won their .. final meet of
th·e season Thursday, beating
the University of MinnesotaDuluth 79-52, in preparation
for the state meet at Hamline
this week beginning Thursday.
Coach Ruth Nearing said
Duluth was a good meet for
the team, in that, not only did
they swim well, but they swam
in the events that they will
swim in at the state meet.
Included were a couple
events that usually are not
usually competed in, such as
the 800-yard freestyle.
"It's hard to single anybody
out," Nearing said, "as they
have all done a great job."
In the Duluth meet, Jane,
Jasperson qualified for regional competition in the
400-yard individual medley.
She also swam _and placed in
the 200-yard J>utterfly, the,
500-yard freestyle and a leg in
one of the relays.
Kim Thompson broke her
·own record in the 200-yard
butterfly, Jane Baltes broke

Hockey
Continued from page 9

"That's the type of thing
you like to see, with two
passes and a goal said
Basch, "It was very weJ}
executed." McFarlane and
Reichel were credited with the
assists in that goal.
Lindmeier of Mankato broke
the tie to take the lead 3-2 with
a goal on an assist from pat
Fol,mer at 11:43.
Tim Doherty put the
Huskies at a 3-3 tie at 14:44 for
a power play score with help
from Ron Muir.
Mankato put the game away
when Essel capitalized on 'a
Huskie player deficit at 16:41
to come away with a 4-3
victory.

her own record and qualified
for regions in the 200-yard
backstroke and also won the
SO-yard backstroke.
Linda Eickinberg and Patty
Pribyl took first and secona
places respectively in both the
SO and 200-yard breaststroke
events. Thompson also placed
first in the SO-yard butterfly,
with Connie Anklam taking
second.
•
Karen Anderson and ·Marta
Schnapp took the top spots in
the 200-yard freestyle and
Brenda Dansei toolt first in the
100-yard freestyle.
The divers did well again,
with Laurie Dineen taking first
and Mary Stock third in the
one-meter required diving
event. Shelly - Iten took a
second
in
the
op ional
one-meter d1v:ing.
At this week's state meet at
Hamline,
most
of
the
competion will come from the
home team, since Hamiline
has had very good times,
according -to Nearing. How-.
ever, she pointed out that
Hamline's diving is weak,
which wil give SCS chance.

chess, table tennis, bridge and
frisbee-th£owing.
SCS had its•biggest success
in .__the men's team bowling,
where SCS finished over- 250
pins ahead of the second place
team from the University of
Iowa.
·
Mankato State had the niost
first place winners of any
school, with representatives
winning the women's team
and individual bowling titles,
the men's billiards and table

tennis singles and men's table
soccer.
Dean Rablin of SCS won the
all-events indivdual bowling
title with a nine-game series
· total of 1,808 pins.
Rablin set a new Atwood
Lanes record with a 289 in one
game and was the only
competitor to average over 200
pins a game for the nine
games bowled.
Other high finishes by S<;s
students include a fourth place

finish in chess by
Busacker.
Several of the inc
activity directors wer
students and staff me
including table tennis c
Mustafa Siddique, air
director Cyndy · Ka
frisbee director Bill
table soccer director :
Boros and bridge d
Clair Daggett.
1

Order of top finishers in ACU-1 events

Men's Team Bowling
sity of North Dakota; Cathy
Table Soccer
SCS; University of Iowa; Gardner-University of MinJames Cina and
Iowa State.
nesota; Linda Skaj-SCS.
Chance-Mankato Stat,
Frick and Robert Hil
Men's All-Events Bowling
Men's Billiards
University of Minnesoti
Dean Rablin.:...._SC ; Duane
Gerald Van Scharrel-ManResier-University of North kato State; John StromstadBridge
Dakota; Al Parris-University University of Northern Iowa;
Wong apd
Taman
of Iowa.
Darrell Brattelli-University University of Minnesota
of Northern Iowa.
' Robbines and PeckhamMen's Singles Bowling
eton; Dennis and Heq
/. Women's Table Tennis
Richard Thurley-Winona
Carleton.
State; Tim Wheeler-Iowa
Singles
State; Randy Bartz-Uni~erShiela O'Dougherty-UniIndividual Chess
sity of MinnesotaLCoffman.
versity of Minnesota; Peggy
Yakov Dubrovsky-U
Costello-Mankato State.
sity of Minnesota;
Women's Team Bolwing
Lindeµ-University of
Mankato State; North DaWomen's Table Tennis
nesto-Morris; Alan Pf
kota State; South Dakota
Doubles
North Dakota State;
State; SCS.
Shiela- O'Dougherty and Busacker-SCS.
France Emery-University of ·
Women's All-Events Bowling Minnesota; Leigh Erickson
Team Chess
Renee Harberts-Mankato and Debra Marcinigh-WiUniversity of Minn(
State; Sally Graybeal-Iowa nona State.
University of MinnesotaState; Shelly
McDonaldris; Mankato State.
Men's Table Tennis Doubles South Dakota State.
Steve Strauss and Stu
Frisbee
Sinykin-University of MinWomen's Singles Bowling
Earl Banks-Universi1
Renne Harberts-Mankato -nesota; W aiyeh and Razi Iowa; Tim Mackey-Wi
State; Tim Olson-Gus1
State; Jill Harjula-Mankato Hashemi-:--Mankato State.
Adolphus.
State; Shelly McDonaldMen's Table Tennis Singl~s
South Dakota State.
•
Razi
Heshemi-Mankato
Women's
Billiards
Air Hockey
Basch had individual praise
Anne Miller-University of State; Stu Sinykin-University
Tim Mertel-Universi1
for goalie Todd Gilbertson.
Iowa.
Gilbertson managed to save 25 Iowa; Jo Pritchard-Univer- of Minnesota.
shots out of the 29 he faced
- ---- .
Saturday night.
"I'd also have to say our
first two lines came on real
strong_for us Saturday night,
with Doherty and Muir
YARN
playing some excellent hockFOR KNITTING
CROCHET -WEAVING
ey," Basch claimed. Basch
MAC RAM E- NEEOLEPOI NT
added that Reichel' s line had a
MATERIALS AND PATTERNS
good game also.
28 FIFTH AVENUE SOUTH
ST. CLOUD, MINN 56301
According to Basch the
TEL. (612] 251-1661 ·
Huskies made most of their
mistakes in the third period
' PETTERS YARNSHOP
and Mankato was just able to
capitalize on them.
with MARVA MOOS
"It was a real good game
10% discount on all yarn
that went the other way
be.cause of one
goal, " 1I
and supplies with this coupon
concluded Basch.
I

.
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LASGNA
RAVIOLI

Italian Delight or Italian Twosome
every Tuesday
\
at TOMLYANO'S

NATIONAL BANK

,

.,

MALL GERMAIN at EIGHTH
·'
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The ACU-1 tournament held
last week at SCS attracted
competitors from three states
to match their skills In eight
different events. At bottom
left, Gerald Van Scharrel of
Mankato State University
employs the concentration
that helped him eventually
win the men's bllllards
championship. SCS's Sherry
Beastrom, lower right, watches the pins scatter on her way
to a tenth place finish In the
women's Individual bowling
and a 164 average over nine
games. At middle left, Alan
Busacker[rlght] contemplates
his next move. Busacker, the
chess tournament's director,
finished fourth.

Photos by Mike Lo~us

II
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Consumer job outlook expected to impro

1

By STEVE ~TY

If a career in Nader-style
consumer advocacy appeals to
you, alid you have a knack for
communicating with people ,
as well as a working
knowledge of consumer behavior, law,and psychology,
but don't really care if your
starting salary is peanuts , you
may have what it takes to be a
career professional in consumer affairs.
Except for one thing. The
job market is bearish right
now. ,,
' ' Ask for a job in consumer
affairs and see what the answe
is,"
said Ron Graham,

vice-president of the Minnesota Better Business Bureau.
"There are no jobs. The
only jobs are with the
companies that don't yet have
a consumer affairs department, " he added.
But the coming years will
see an expansion of opportunities in consumer affairs
because businesses are recognizing that it is profitable to
communicate with the consumer, according to Graham .
He encourages young people
to enter the field.
' 'The best direction to head
is where your background is,"
said Jane Pazler of Litton
Industries. When the com-

pany asked her to set up a new
consumers affairs department, Pazler said she quickly
learned that there were few
available sources of information to turn to for help. She
said her best source was her
own background and experience.
''You have to start as an
apprentice and learn your
company
backwards
and
forwards," she said. "A
consumer affairs person must
represent the
interphase
between the consumer and the '
company management.
''You must take what the
consumer says and present it
to the manag~ment in such a

manner that it is listened to. "
' 'Then you must take what
management says and present
it to the people," Pazler sai.
Only two out of every 100
dissatisfied customers complain to the company that
produced the product.
"Action must be taken to
remove the cause of the
complaint and restore customer goodwill,'' according to
Pazler. " A successful consumer affairs department is
one that turns complaints into
profits for the company.''
"They (the consumers) are
telling you what you need to
do to improve your company,"
she said. ''The most success-

ful product can be bu~
listen to the people a11
what they need and v
In order to enhan
necessary
commu,
skills, Pazler said she
become a pseudo-lawy
industry needs people ,
read, write, listen, co,
cate, report and fo1
ideas, she said.
The consumer affairs
not a very lucrativ1
according to Pazler
average earnings start
above $10,000 a year an
have to start at th,
bottom· of the co1
ladder.' '

Shoemaker Dunkers
splash by Bellies
Shoemaker's Dunkers beat
the Plankton Bellies 17-9 to
win the Water-Polo on Inner
Tubes Tournament last week.
ABOG's
Games
Gang
sponsored the tournament,
held at the Eastman pool.
Members of the winning
team were: ,Jim Waters, Bob
Dempsey, Hellen peterson,
and Vanette Wagner.
The Plankton Bellies included: Patty Griffin, Cindy
Peterson, Mark Schorn, Don
Hagans, Mark Voelker and Ed
Noterman.
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featuring Attorney L:.utarcl Wein~ and J~ Miles Lord.

HAVEA

CHECKUP.

ITCAN.
SAVE
\40URUFE.

blb
Du n Sc lger

State Corrections Bti ard

•

"Comrnu n t t y Currect.i.ons Seminar"

Robert Crew - "Crime P reventi on"

1 1 : ::1.1.' a. tu .

Ci. v .ic Penney Room

Robert Crew is · t he Director of th e

Mr . Segler wj i l he J .i scuss i ng t he conce pt

Minnesota Gove rn o r's Commissio n on

of cll1n1t11111i t y co rr c_c t ·i ons ant.I th e J aws r e -

crime prev en t ion and contr ol .
10 : 00 a . m. Ci vic Penney Room

l. c1 t ·i n g t u t ha t a r e a .

a lt erna t jv e s '!

WIi at, are some poss i bl e

Is i mpr i sonment \vur ka b1e as a

1: L• an s o f· u eaLr,g

wi th crime':
Deborah Anderson

C r i me in America
j_s i t a booming business'?

r a,1e li s ts :

},

1 : 00 p. m.

Ci v i c Penn ey Room

'. ' : 01 1 p. 111 .

Leunard Wei.ng1 ass, Ca lifo rnia

~ tt u rn e y - Gues t Speak e r; Craig Fo rs ma n,

Johnny Bench

I
Cancer Society. J
American

S pec i al Assistant t o t he Minnes ota St ate

Arizona, TUCIOfl , Arizona 85721.

Ms . An0erson is the director of the Sexua
Assaul t Servi_ces, a di vis ion of the HennE
County Att orneys offi c e .

She will discus

j nt eres t ed part ies how to deal wi t h rape,

St<1te Correct ·ions Board.

vic t ims a nd perpe t ra t ors . ·

_Leon a r d h1 e inglas s

The GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL, a fully accredited UNIVER-

SITY OF ARIZONA program , wlll offer
July 1-Augu1t 12, anthropology, art,
- l e a, blllngual education, folklora, hl1tory, polltlcal ~
. Spanllh
langu•_~nd llterature. Tuition and
f..., 1p11; board end room with
Mexlcari f■mlly , $280. Write to
GUADALAJARA SUMMER SCHOOL,
1530 Gamm■ Apartment,, Unlver1lty of

Civic Penney Room

ways & means of t eaching local offici a ls

Att 0 r ncy Ge neral; Don Sclger, Minneso t a

THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER

Study In
Guadalajara, Mexico

"Dealing wi t h Crimes Agai_ns t Women"

11

P o l i t ics of Cri me.11

7 : 30 p . m.

At wood Ba ll room

A dis ctission of n ew police/intelligence/military apparatus as a precursor t o
198 ~
; .:inc

&

t h r ea t t o civil l ibe rti es .

Leonard We ing l ass has defended such figures as

Fo nu a, Russell Means & Ange la Da vis .

As a defender of Civil Libert ies he has

been eLlb r ui Led in s e veral ma _jo r political trials of t he last decade .

Recyclethischronicle
CAMP COUNSELORS
WANTED
CAMP SOMERSET FOR GIRLS
CAMP COBBOSSEE FOR BOYS
IN BEAUTIFUL MAINE
Top salary . accommodations and bene fits 'to experienced counselors with ex pert1se in any of the following Swim ming (WSI) . Saili ng . Canoeing, Water
Skiing , Scuba Diving , Arcnery, R~elry ,
Tennis , Golf. Teamsports. Fencing ,
Gymnastics. Crafts & Woodworking .
Dramatics . Tripping . Photography .
Ham Radio . Riding (English) Call or
write for information & appli cation Act
now . our openings fill quickly I
Mm,mum' Age Requ,red 20

CAMP OFFICE, Dept. 35
225 E. 57 St.. NY, NY 10022
(212) 752-5853

Hev. Pardner...
there's 1nre tn nor ;
8.99
Western Shirt
than just ·agnnd Jricel
op, you're getting more than a .$19 shirt for $8.99! You're getting a great
,llection of colors and patterns in mens sizes small thru x-large. Poly/cotton blend
takes 'em easy to wear & care-for. It's the most western shirt for your money.
owntown & Crossroads.

Talent Conlell E.,y S1Nlf
•u.oo w..,., -.•so.oo .,... Ma
Pool 1111,111■11111 &ery w.a--,
If l:IO ..C. MIii

U. . . . - Friar, SIii~-,, IN S.Nlf

CWB ALMAR

TMENt C0NTm CUii . :~ !:~;:.ajs1~-'0

We're On Sale

But We' re Going
On Sale More!

·President's
Birthday
Sale
Thurs., Fri., Sat.

Reduced Prices
on Sale Goods

North
Star
Ski Shop

22 S 5th Ave.

Downtown
IJ'

..

-

J

the Jerde Room, Atwood.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship meets for prayer at 4 p.m.
Monday-Friday In the Jerde
Room , Atwood.

Notices
Meetings
Ski Club will sponsor a
Ski-A-Thon . against Dystrophy .
Saturday at 8:30 a.m . at the
Powder Ridge Ski Area. Come to
the Ski Club meetings every
Thursday night at 7 p.m. in
Brown Hall Auditorium to learn
more and pick up Ski-A-Thon
sponsor sheets. Everybody is
welcome to come.

Seccer Club meets for practice
at 6:30 p.m., Thursdays in the
Lab school gym.
SCS and ACS Chemistry Club
wlll meet Wednesday at 4 p.m . in
MS 107. Check out Chem Club,
we're students too! Freshmen
and sophomores are encouraged
to attend. The Chem Club office is
MS 377. Stop up and see us
sometime.
Recreation Club' • last meeting
of the quarter will be a pot luck
dinner Wednesday at 7 p.m . We
encourage new members to come.
lf Interested meet at Halenbeck
242 Wednesday at 6:45 p.m . If
you have any questions, call
253-5394 BYOB.
UTVS [University Tel ►Vldeo
System] programming committee
will meet at 4 p.m. every Tuesday
In the Atwood Sunken Lounge.
Anyone interested In -helping to
develop programs ideas, write, or
help In production (camera,
sound,
lights, reporting)
Is
encouraged to attend. UTVS
News Committee will meet at 4
p.m. every Monday In the Sunken
Lounge. UTVS meets every
Wednesday at 4 p.m. in the
Zumbro Room, Atwood. Anyone
Interested In television production Is welcome to attend
and/or Join us.
Psychology Club will haye a
wine and cheese party Wednes-

lee J. Gutteter, Christian
Science campus counselor for
central Minnesota, will be In the
elation will meet today at 3 p.m.
in the Herbert room of Atwood . Jerde Room of Atwood Thursday
p.m .
to
answer
We have elected president , 1:30-3:30.
about
Christian
vice-president and ·-a secretary. . questions
We shall be electing more Science.
officers. Get Involved. We will
appreciate any contributions you
United Campus Ministry wlll
make.
meet for supper, study and
worship on Wednesday at the
SCS Photo Club will sponsor a Wesley House, 391 4th Ave.
photo contest Wednesday at 7
p.m . In HH 228. Photos will be
Judged and critiqued. All are
welcome.
Sister Kather Kraft , Newman
The Mlndboggler1 will meet
Center will deliver a lecture
Wednesday at noon In the Coffe
entitled "Eve and Her DaughRoom on the first floor of Brown
ters," today at 6 p.m. In Math
Hall.
(N.E. corner of the
Science 101 .
building). Our purpose is to get
together and promote Interest in
Robert Bilhelmer, Executive
philosophy
on
campus
by
Director, Institute for Ecumenical
sponsoring
films,
speakers,
and Cultural Research, Collegehaving parties, etc. Anyone who
ville, Mn., wlll deliver a lecture
likes philosophy, dislikes It, or entitled "American Ecumenism
doesn't know what philosophy is,
II not Ecumenical!" Feb. 22 In
is welcome .
MS 101 at 6 p.m.

Lec1ures

I1.--------------Religion

SCSU Gay Alliance will present
a lecture at 7 p.m . on Thursday In
the Herbert Room, Atwood. We
encourage anyone Interested In
human rights to attend.

Baha'i Camp141 Club Fireside
meetings are Tuesday 7-9 p.m. in

ABOG
All ABOG commlttN mNtlng1
have been scheduled as follows
for winter quarter: FILMS, 3 p.m.
Wednesday,
Room
222;
COFFEEHOUSE,
3:30
p.m.,
Wednesday, Room 222; outings,
7 p.m., Tuesdays, Outing Center;
GAMES
GANG,
4
p.m.,
Mondays, Room 222; EXECUTIVES, 3 p.m., Wednesdays,
Room 222; CONCERTS CO. , 10
p.m., Tuesdays, Room 222; PR
PLEASER$, 4 p.m. Wednesdays,
Room 222; SPECIAL EVENTS, 6
p.m. Wednesdays, Room 222;
SYMPOSIUMS, 3 p.m. Tuesdays,
Room 222.
·

Miscellaneous

the office, Admlnlstratlo

Room 8 of Room 101, 11
p.m. dally.

Swimming competency
for all physical education
who have been admitted
major program since Fal
plus prospective majors, h
aet up as follows; Today ~
and 8-10 p.m. The test I
demonstrations on the 11
dlate swimming level
following
strokes:
Ar
Crawl with rhythmic brE
elementary
backstroke,
stroke, breaststroke. If a f
education major passes t
he or she wlll not have to
swimming course In the
program. • Students falllr,
competency test wlll be ad,
take a course In either bej
or Intermediate swlmmlni
sons having their WSI · ec
waive this test by
presenting their certificate
must be current. This tE
nothing to do with the l
education
physical
ed1
sequence.

Anyone graduating or leavlng
has
received a National Defense/ DI- I
rect Student Loan is obligated to
attend an Exit Interview. They
wlll be held In Conference Room
113,
Administrative
Services
building, Wednesday at 12 noon
and Thursday and Feb. 23 at 4
Applications for MEC pc)
p.m . If you are unable to attend
are now available In
any of these, please make
arrangements at the Business Atwood.
Office, Room 122, Administrative
Those requesting monle
Services.
the Student Activities Com
Student Employment Service for 1977-78 fiscal year ma
needs volunteers·· to help with up a budget package In th
office hours. If you are Interested office, Room 219 Atwood,
or want mOl'e Information, contact Friday.

SCS winter quarter who

From Ralph Bakshi,
master of animation, comes an
epic fantasy in wondrous color.
A vision of the world, 10 million years
in the future, where Wizards rule the
earth. And the powers of magic prevail
over the forces of t_e chnology in the
final battle for world supremacy.

day.
Pre-Law Club will meet on
Wednesday 5-7 p.m . in the
· Penney Room of Atwood. Anyone
Interested in joining Is welcome.
Present members urged
to
attend. The Charter will be
discussed.
lnternallonal

I

Students

A110-

Jobs

The following jobs are available
through the Student Employment
Service (SES) this week:
ANSWERING
PHONE
FOR
AMBULANCE
DISPATCH-and
CX>Ok for about 15 persons. Every
other weekend for the entire
weekend.

I

TOUR
GUIDEfor
NSP's
Sherburne County Power Plant In
Becker, MN. Speaking experience helpful; engineering background helpful but not manda- ·
tory. Beglhs approximately April
' 1, training prior to this t ime.
Preferable students with fairly
flexible schedules.

20TH CENTURY-FOX PRESENTS

WATCHPERSON- Part time.
Weekends and occaaslonal week- '
day and/or even ing work. 10
miles east of St. Cloud .

A RALPH BAKSHI .F ILM

WAITER / WAITRESS- Part time.
Nights and/ or weekends .

~

CLERICAL- FILING- Work w ith
cards alphabetizing and numerically f iling . Mornings, afternoons
and
late
afternoon
hours
available.

If you are interested_in any o~e
of these open ings, please stop in
at the SES office. Adm inist rat ion
Bldg . Room 8 of Room 1-1, 11
a.m . to 4 p .m . dally.

-\1\11
Written, Produced and Directed by RALPH BAKSHI
Music Composed and Conducted by ANDREW BELLING
PG
..
Color by De Luxe·
.
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1 / 4 ct. $75, 1 i 2 ct. $695 by buying
utilities
furnished,
available
•direct from leading diamond
March 1. 252-4876.
Importer. For color catalog send
VACANCIES FOR WOMEN to
$1 to SMA Diamond Importers,
share. Call 252-7296. Close to
Inc., B'ox 42, Fanwood, ~ ,J.
campus.
07023 (indicate name of school) or
TWO VACANCIES IN HOUSE
call (212) 682-3390 for location of
shared by girls starting March 1.
showroom nearest you.
409 3rd Ave. S. Call 251-4068 or
1972
HONDA
350,
GOOD
253-2871 for appointment.
WOMEN TO SHARE apartment,
1
APARTMENT FOR WOMEN to 1
~f~e~~
$!~d
furnished, $160 quarter, 402 5th share one block from campus .
Ave. S. 253-6248 or 253-2120.
name and .number.
393-2427, no toll :
TWO VACANCIES for males In OAK LEAF AND OAKS Ill, two
house, available
now,
$50. and three bedroom apartments
253-5476.
open. Call 253-4422.
PRIVATE ROOMS with kitchen FOR RENT PRIVATE ROOMS,
WILL DO TYPING. 252-8398.
facilities;
two
blocks
from utilities paid. 251-0863 after 6
THE ULTIMATE In secretarial
service. Dynamic Business Sercampus . 253-4681.
p.m•.
GIRLS TO SHARE furnished RENT " SPRING
vices Inc. 253-2532.
QUARTER,
"PLANTS NEED HOMES, too,"
apartment, conveniently located furnished 1 /2 house. One girl to
between campus~nd downtown.
share, utilities included. 251 - Buy some at the Atwood main
desk. Various kinds available,
Laundry also available. 253-4681 . 3466.
Including hanging pots.
New AVAILABLE MARCH 1, ONE
MALE
TO
SHARE
GRAD STUDENTS--thesls help,
single rooms. Share living area furnished t'l.(o bedroom apartcomplete editorial assistance.
with other men. $75 per month, ment. 252-7972.
Mark McKean 363-8844.
utilities paid. 253-7673.
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
BEFORE YOU SAY, "It's lost,"
WOMEN'S HOUSING to share $180 month, all utilities included.
check at the Atwood main desk
for spring. 927 5th Ave. S. 253-6985.
any
lost
articles .
252-7208.
_,,
.ONE BED.ROOM APARTMENT for
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT •S160 month, utilities included, no BOFORE YOU SAY, "It's lost,"
check at the Atwood main desk
for two or three people, near oets. 253-9509, 252-3348.
campus and downtown, furAVAILABLE SPRING QUAR- for any lost articles.
IN
THE
HOME.
nlshed, utilities included, avallTER, one glrl to share two TYPING
able March 1 . 252-9612 ask for
'
bedroom furnished apartment 251-9217.
REASON~BLE , accurate typing.
close to campus. 251-5165.
Laurie.
251-8134 a~ter 5 p .m .
VACANCY FOR GIRLS to share 'TWO MEN TO SHARE basement
WILL DO TYPING. CAN pick up
across from campus. 727 5tnAve. apartment, furnished, close to
S. 252-7498.
and deliver. 252-0835 .
campus, utilities paid, $65 month .
ROOMS, 105 4th St. S. Across Avallable Mar. 1 253-5344. Lots
IF GOD MADE EVERYTHING,
from campus 251-9917. Furn- of Parking.
then "he" madecancertoo. Need
nlshed .
any more be said about ''his
SINGLE BEDROOM, available
ROOMS
AVAILABLE FOR . March 1. Shared facilties. John goodness? "
"He"
is
pure
WO~AN ' to share close to
chauvenlst . Th·ey call apologists
253-5340.
campus, spacious living area with
that because that is what they do,
parking. Call LuAnn, or Randee,
apologize. Matter In motion and
252-7109.
space are all ~hat exists and are
LUXU~IOUS
HOUSE,
ONE WEDDING
the only permanent things . The
INVITATIONS,
ROOM available, $90 month, 1 /3 DISCOUNT. Call 252-9786.
U.S.A. is a Democracy not a
utilities. 252-9287 .
MARY KAY COSMETICS. 253theocracy.
FEMALE TO SHARE apartment 1178.
"WORLD OF ILLUSION" Is
with three others, less than a NORDICA LADY ELEQANCE ski ·coming!
block from campus . $62.50 plus boots 6M, brand new, two weeks
'
1 / 4 utllltles. Phone 253-0436.
old, never used. $60, must sell.
ROOMS FO.R ONE or two girls to 255-4525.
share furnished apartment one ONE
THOUSAND
DOLLAR - SUMMER JOBS: FIFTY STATE
block from campus. 253-3279.
catalogue of over 2,000 summer
stereo system, · three years old,
FURNISHED APARTMENT for being
job employers (with application
sacrificed
for
$350.
three or four. Close to campus, 253-8606 after 8 p.m.
forms).
Send
$2
to:
.
1977 HEAD COMP SKIS 198. SUMCHOICE, Box 645, State
College, PA 16801.
New, $120, will dicker. Call after
5 p.m. 251-9085.
OVERSEAS JOBS- summer/
year round . Europe, S. America,
1989 CHRYSLER NEWPORT,
Australia, Asia, etc. All fields,
blue, four door, PS, PB, AC, high
mileage, good rubber. Call Bob $500-$1200 monthly. Expenses
paid , sightseeing . Free informa253-7899.
tion . Write: International Job
MEN'S NORDICA SKI BOOTS,
Center, Dept. 4, Box 4490,
size eleven, one year old, used
Berkeley, CA 94704.
only five times. - $35. Call
EARN . $250-$600 STUFFING
251-8903, as,k or Bill.
ENVELOPES, homework, spareDIAMOND ENGAGEMENT and
time. Send $1 , self-addressed
wedding rings : up to 50 percent
stamped envelope ·to : RIDINGS,
discount to students , faculty , and
staff (full or part-time). Example

Classifieds
Housing

EONE
TO
SUBLEASE
100d Court apartment. Two
oom , ground floor, $210 per
h, utilities except electricity.
e buses hour to SCSU. Call
'814. ·
:T MALE to share clean
1 bedroom apartment with
others. $100, · everything
shed. 252-2827.
NG VACANCY In Ministry
18, near campus. 252-0482.
MS
FOR
FOUR
male
,mts to share at 927 6th Ave.
1qulre at 928 7th Ave. S.
IALE ROOMMATE WANTspring quarter. Close_ to
pus. Call 252-2474.
ND NEW FULLY carpeted
bedroom apartment for rent .
month, plus utilities. Call
Sutton at 252-4799. /
'iTED: GIRL to, share house
eight others . Newer home
two baths, laundromat ,' one
k from Halen beck. Rent $67
ides everything. Call Jaymar
ertles. 252-4799 for Jim or
llyn.
~CH 1, CLOSE to downtown,
i to campus . Women to share
other women neat clean,
3 S-partments. $85 main , $80
All utilities paid . 253-7673.
V
AVAILABLE
LARGE .
,RTMENT on 700 block 8th
S. Freshly painted. Two
3 bedrooms plus one single.
e living area. $70 utilities
. 253-7673.
ING
VACANCIES
FOR
VIEN to share. See Laurie at
5th Ave. S. or , call at
0444.
IALE SHARED FACILITIES.
7744. Discount.

6~~N2:S~~toi

or,:::~

Attention

For Sale

[

Employment

STARTS FRIDAY -

The
''breakfast
experts''

Cinema 70
S ID E_ ONl

/', 1

tnem070
ID I ll l\J l

, ',

NOW 7:15 & 9:15

!',!',

0,. # ,,,.,,

STARTS
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P.O. Box 8609 U.T . Station,
Knoxville , TN 37916.
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS, eight
needed , classroom, behind the
wheel ,
motorcycle.
Full'
or
part-time, male or female over 21 ·
years of age, must have own car
"74" -or newer. Apply in person
547 25th Ave. N. Behind 25th
Ave. Dairy Bar Thursday Feb. 17
at 4 p.m.

Pe.rsona.1s
FIRST, SPRING BREAK, then ...
"World of Illusion."
HVD BREU
I GoPheru.
TRS . HAVE A HAPPY 22nd
Birthday, Honey. Love ya, Bionic.
ANY
PUBLIC
PLACE
Allowing smoking outside designated smoking area? Write
Charles Schneider, State Board
Health, 717 Delaware S.E., Mpls.
55414 .
FREIBURG, · AT LEAST my
roommate isn't a dog! J.E. and

L.O .
OUTSIDE AIR CO LIMIT 9 ppm.
Seven cigarettes cine
hour
ventilated room equals CO levels
20 ppm, Next to smoker e~~als 90
ppm., twice indoor air maximums
set.
·
R.F., S.K., S.M., K.L., do you
want to make wabbits for Hawaiin
tobacco? Eenie Meanie.
SAMM'S DELIVERS PIZZA·
chicken-lasagna-burgers and
more.
Sammy's
cost
less!
252-4540.
WANTED: ONE GIRL, BLONDE,
5'11 ", nice legs, etc. Must live on
9th floor Stearns. If you meet
- these
cond'itions
and
are
· Interested call 255-2808 . Don ' t
get caught!
WHO'S DEAN RABUN? Call
2924.
SAY.
HAPPY
B-DAY
KINGSNAKE.' ' Ask about hls
serpent.
GO TO ' SUNSATIONAL
DAYTONA BEACH with Delta
Sigma Pl: Three openings for
girls and guy. Call 255-2653 or
255-2848.
MEN! WOMEN! JOBS ON
SHIPS! American . Foreign. No
experience required. Excellent
pay. Worldwide travel. Summer
Job or career. Send $3 for
Information. SEAFAX, Dept. G-4,
Box
2049,
Port
Angeles ,
Washington 98362.
S.B. I--Please be my..._ Valentine.
Love, S.B. II (Yesterday and
forever?).
SPEND SPRING BREAK In
Sunsational Daytona Beach- Delt a
S\gma Pi has threEl open ings for
girls and guys. Call 255-2653 or
255-2848.
DKL LOVES JWN ... A LOT!
WHO TOOK CAROL-HATTEN'S
tap dancing shoes? Now she can 't
double double her fun fun.
FLORIDA-SPEND
SPRING
BREAK in Sunsational Daytona
Beach, Delt~ Sigma ~i has three
open ings for girls and guys. Call
255-2ij5~ or 255-2848.
Ll$TEN TO THl!VOICE of a llttle
man, 255-2928 .

118 s 1:xth Avenue South

FRIDAY
NOT SINCE
LO/ESIDRY..

'

,

BROTH.ER .JOH N'S

•
D
isco
&
Deli
t:,,,,,,,,,.,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,,, 1-

,,,,,,,,_,_,,. ,,,,,,,, ,,_ 9 , . ,,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,
7:00 & 9:00
"WILDERNESS FAMILY"

" THE OTHER SIDE OF THE MOUNTAIN"

S11rring MAR ILYN HASSETT ,11 JIii K1nmont
, and BEAU BRIDGES as Okk BIM'k
AFILMWAYS/1.ARRYrEERCE PRODUCTION
Scrttnpl1y by OAVIO-SELTZER
M11Jk by CHARLES FOX
Dir«t.d by LARRY rE.ERCE
Produad by EDWARDS. FELDMAN
TECHNICOLOR' A UNIVERSAL PICTIIRE

1----..

..,,,.-- J llii
lrlu(W-SIIICl•lnic~tMMISroS
-

ClJ'lEJnll Or ts
"NICKELODEON''

[ )( l

\;

l

l)

\;

',

(,1,I I

R11k-11-Rol •111l1. .

-

COLLEGE NIGHT THURSDAY
Route 94 .AVON
Phone 356-7321

Food Service:
11:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. Dell Menu
with Soups. Lunch- 11:00 a.m .. - 2:30
ijvenlngs 4:00
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MAGNUM 100:

burger in town . Well ,
you get the idea ...

Always "On Sale" too!
--s;.;lJI _~ .. no, 5,721
People can't be Wrong._ ...
We unleashed MAGNUM 100 just
over a year ago. Our idea was to make
it the biggest; clearest , most powerful
sound you could buy for anywhere
riear the price .
Since then more than 5,721 people
like yourself have shopped around,
compared, and decided MAGNUM
100 was their Best Buy-just like we
said it was .
More than ever, that's still true
today .

Always the Latest. Always the
Greatest.
We constantly scan the horizon for
new receivers & speakers that might
make MAGNUM 100 better without
making it
_
cost more.
¾
For
example ,
::~~~ '~A~Uf~l/:H;;;:il,"o today's
'~::;1~(KJ.:.r~n~v;,~~'~ MAGNUM
:1;S11(:sttN11~c:~!,l,~f•s m,an.. 100 is 30%
more powerful than the orig
inal MAGNUM 100.
Frankly , this
change didn 't
mak·e a big
difference in
terms of sound .
But we wa·n t you

- True. We do our homework ,
on who is se.lling what and for
how much . Even during
special "sales".
So to make sure you always
get the best possible value for
your money, we
priced MAGNUM
100 like Ronald
McDonald prices
his hamburgers. We don't
make a lot on
eact]_one , bvt we
make it up in
""""" 100 , M• " ""'''
VO ILI me .
~~ta[lo.e~·~Zs°:d~, ':~bria w1,v.
You kn ow you ' II ;,~~~ ~:sia:~01~:a::~:':
,

never see 819
Mac's ''on sale''.

But you know
that , for the
money, .it's
the best
darn

lwttter D11no oul mus,ca1 de•

~~~.,li~e::y bee~::::~
~~,~-•1~ahv:~smi~~11
:~~:·!!

1onano1e1ntensepu~s w1th0u1

~!:~,~'!r.":~n,~':~",rit ~::
s'~t;:n:~;~

5

:~:vue

hilVf

book

Join the MAGNUM
100 Crowd for just
S14.99 per month*.

Harman-Kardon 330C
.
AM/FM/Stereo R.celver . .. . .. . .... . ... $219.95
Omega lllb's (pair)
3-way Tuned Loudspeakers ... . .•..... $259.90
That's just $14 .99 per month" ·
$47!l.85

The payments will
only last for 24
months. But
~-=lN~M·~'oo~s k~:.11fyt~:: ,::~
MAGNUM 100
\':.:,~.J,'"' clock "'~ .. Come.,."'
sounds so good , and
We accept 6 Ma1or Money Card1• arrange easy Fmancmg. &
honor Federal Reserve Notes 1n alt denom1na11ons
is built so well,
you'll probably enjoy
yours for 5 to 10 years .
When you dance to a live
band or attend a live
concert, the sound is big ,
clear, and powerful. Why
settle for less when you turn
on your stereo?
Big , clear , powerful
sound is what MAGNUM
100 is all, about. Bring in
your most demanding
record or tape. Your ears
will tell you everything
Do.vnto.,.,n St Cbx:l, .
~~
you need to know.

s~haak:

i=l!:§13ii;;l•lil!.
813 St. Germain, dial:ISJ/111 Fl

=
11

~.

6

~ou:~ :;hen you/
MAGNUM 100,
you'll never be
buying a
··. •
.. · '" has been-'' . ·._• .•:-

: -~;.-~~, ..\ ..-,.;™ ~~l

TDK tape clinic Friday.· Feb. 18, 3-8:30 p.m.

Compare TDK to the tape you're

DOW

using.

